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Our first goal in this paper is to develop a basic language for the theory of 
4 4 semialgebraic spaces" over an arbitrary real closed field R (§6-§9). This 
language seems to be very convenient for "topological" considerations in the 
space X(R) of rational points of an algebraic variety X over R. We then study 
paths and path components in semialgebraic spaces (§10-$ 13) expanding and 
completing the results of Part I of the paper [6]. 
We use the notations and terminology from part I without further expla-
nation. We refer the reader to the introduction (§ 1) in part I to get an idea 
about the program pursued here. 
We hope to continue our work in the near future by research on the ho-
mology, cohomology, and homotopy of semialgebraic spaces. A n essential pur-
pose of the present paper is to lay firm ground for all that. Thus we feel it nec-
essary to proceed carefully and even pedantically in all foundational matters, 
especially in §§ 6 and 7. 
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§6 . Semialgebraic Sets and Maps 
Let X be an affine variety over R. 
Definition 1. A subset A of the set X(R) of real points of X is called semialgeb-
raic in X, if there exist finitely many functions f^g^'m the affine ring R[X] 
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= F ( X , 0 x ) of X (i = l , . . . , r ; j = l , . . . , s l ; fc=l,...,^ such that 
A - Ü { * e j r ( Ä ) i / « w > a . . . j i 8 l ( x ) > a 
g , i W = 0 , . . . , g i J x ) = 0 } . 
Notice that in this definition the conditions ga(x)=0, . . . ,g t t i (x)=0 can be 
condensed to a single equation g,(x)=0 with g f-=gf t +. . . +g? f i. 
We denote the family of al l subsets A of X(R) which are semialgebraic in X 
by ®(X). The following two lemmas are easily verified. 
Lemma 6.1. ®(X) is the smallest family S of subsets of X(R) which has the fol-
lowing properties: 
(i) For every fin K [ X ] the set {xeX(R) | / (x)>0} is an element o / S . 
(ii) Ae<5 => X(R)\Ae<5. 
(iii) Ae<59 B e © 4 u B e S . 
Lemma 6.2. Let <p: X-+Y be a morphism between affine varieties X, Y over K. 
Consider the induced map <pR: X{R)-+Y{R) on the rational points. For every 
A e S ( Y ) the preimage <pj[1 {A) is an element of S ( X ) . 
Example 6.3. Let Z be a locally closed affine subscheme of our affine variety X . 
Then for every set Ae<5(X) the intersection AnZ(R) is semialgebraic in Z . 
Lemma 6.4. Let Z be an open affine subscheme of X . Then ® ( Z ) c ® ( X ) . Thus 
S ( Z ) consists ofallAe<5(X) with AcZ(R). 
Proof For any function h in Ä [ X ] we denote by X ^ the open affine subscheme 
of X where h does not vanish. We have Z = X f c l u . . . u X f c r with finitely many 
functions hl9...,hr in R[X]. Then 
A={AnXhl(R))v...u{AuXhr(R)). 
We know from above that every intersection AnXht(R) is semialgebraic in Xhr 
It suffices to prove that these sets are semialgebraic in X . Thus we may assume 
without loss of generality that Z = X Ä with some A e Ä [ X ] . The family 
X. = {Ac:Z(R)\Ae<5(X)} 
fulfills with respect to Z the properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 6.1. We have to 
show I ^ S ( Z ) . By Lemma 6.1 it suffices to verify that for any function 
/ e R [ Z ] the set 
A. = {xeZ(R)\f(x)>0} 
is semialgebraic in X . N o w R [ Z ] is the ring of fractions R [ X ] f c (standard no-
tation), in particular f=h~2ng with some g e R [ X ] and some n ^ l . Clearly 
A = {xeX(R)\g(x)h(x)2>0}. 
Thus indeed A is semialgebraic in X . q.e.d. 
We now define semialgebraic subsets of X(R) for X an arbitrary variety 
over R. In contrast to part I of the paper we do not assume that X is separated. 
Thus a variety over R means here just a scheme of finite type over R. (Starting 
from §9 we shall again consider only separated varieties.) 
Definition 2. Let (U^iel) be a covering of X by affine open subsets. A subset A 
of X(R) is called semialgebraic in X, if A n U{=An U^R) is semialgebraic in Ut 
for every iel. The family of all these sets A wil l again be denoted by <Z(X). 
We have to verify that the condition on A quoted in this definition does 
not depend on the choice of the affine open covering (C/{| i e / ) = U of X. It suf-
fices to show that a set A in X(R) which is semialgebraic with respect to U re-
mains semialgebraic with respect to Uu95 for any family (Vj\jeJ)=% of open 
affine subsets of X. For every V} there exist finitely many members Uir...,Uir 
of U with 
VjdUit u . . .ut / l r . 
We have 
AnVj=\J (AnUiknVj). 
Jk= 1 
We cover UiknVj by finitely many affine open subsets Wtkj; /=1, ...,s(fcj). 
Then 
r 3(ktj) 
AnVj=[J \J(AnW^). 
k= 1 /= 1 
By Example 6.3 the set A n WfJ is semialgebraic in Wf' and by Lemma 6.4 this 
set is also semialgebraic in Vy Thus An V} is semialgebraic in Vj for every je J, 
as we wanted to prove. 
Proposition 65. Let Y be a locally closed subscheme of the variety X. 
i) / / a subset A of X(R) is semialgebraic in X then An Y=An Y(R) is semi-
algebraic in Y. 
ii) / / a subset A of Y(R) is semialgebraic in Y then A is semialgebraic in X. 
Thus <5(Y)={Ae<5(X)\AczY(R)}. 
Proof Both assertions are evident from the consideration above if Y is open in 
X. Thus we may assume that Y is a closed subscheme of X. We easily retreat to 
the case that X is affine. Now the first assertion is trivial. The second assertion 
follows from the fact that every function / in R [ Y ] extends to a function / in 
* [ * ] . 
Proposition 6.6. Let <p: X^Y be a morphism between varieties over R and let 
<pR: X(R)-^ Y(R) denote the restiction of <p to the rational points. For every sub-
set B of Y(R) which is semialgebraic in Y the preimage <pR1(B) is semialgebraic 
inX. 
Proof One easily retreats first to the case that Y is affine and then to the case 
that also X is affine. Now we are back to Lemma 6.2. 
Corollary 6.7. Let X and Y be algebraic varieties over R. Let M and N be sub-
sets of X(R) and Y(R) which are semialgebraic in X and Y respectively. Then 
MxN is semialgebraic in the variety XxY. 
Proof Let p: X x Y-+X and q: X x Y-> Y denote the projections from X x Y to 
X and Y We have 
This is semialgebraic in X x Y by the preceding proposition. 
Theorem 6.8 (Tarski). Let q>: X-+Y be a morphism between algebraic varieties 
over R and A be a subset of X(R) which is semialgebraic in X. Then the set <p(A) 
=<pR(A) is semialgebraic in Y. 
Proof We easily retreat to the case that X and Y are affine varieties, hence 
closed subvarieties of affine standard spaces An=AnR and A m . We have a natural 
commutative diagram of morphisms 
Here r(<p) denotes the graph of <p which is a closed subscheme of X x Y, hence 
of A " x A m . The triangle is the usual factorization of the morphism <p by the 
graph. The horizontal arrows in the square are the inclusion morphisms, and n 
is the projection from A n x A m to A m . Since a is an isomorphism, the subset 
B:=a(i4) of r{<p){R) is semialgebraic in T(<p), hence also in A " x A m , and we have 
<p(A)=n(B). N o w B is a semialgebraic subset of Rn+m in the classical sense. By 
a well known theorem of Tarski ([13, 12, 3]) the projection n(B) of B in Rm is 
semialgebraic in A m , hence also in Y. 
Theorem 6.8 is closely related to the famous Tarski principle, which allows 
to transfer "elementary statements" from one real closed field to another, cf. 
[13, 12, 3] for the details. Here we mention just one application of Tarski's 
principle which we shall need later. For any point a of Rn and any ß > 0 in R 
we denote by Bt(a) the ball consisting of all xeR* with | | x - ö | | < e , i.e. 
Theorem 6.9 (Implicit function theorem). Let fl{X,T),...Jm(XyT) be poly-
nomials in R[Xl9...9XH,Tl9...,TJ. Let ( x 0 , r 0 ) be a point ofRnxRm at which 
all polynomials f{X,T), l ^ i ^ m , vanish and the matrix (dfJdT^Uk^m has full 
rank m. Then there exist elements e>0 and S>0 in R and a map <p: 
Bt(*o)-+ Bd(t0) which is continuous in the strong topology and has the following 
property: For any point (x,t) in B£(x0)xBs(t0) the polynomials fx,...Jm vanish at 
(x,t) if and only if t = q>{x). 
Indeed, after fixing natural numbers n , m , d d m the theorem can be eas-
ily casted into an elementary statement over R involving all systems of m po-
M x N = p i 1 ( M ) n ^ 1 ( J V ) . 
i i 
lynomials / t ( X , T ) , . . . , / m ( X , T ) in Ä [ ^ X , , ^ T J of degrees less or 
equal dl9...,dm. This statement does not contain any free variables or con-
stants from the field R. It is well known to be true over the field R of real 
numbers. By Tarski's principle it holds true over every real closed field R. 
Exercise. Give a proof of the implicit function theorem without using Tarski's 
principle for the case m = l . Then prove this theorem for m > l applying [9, Th. 
7.6] (cf. the beginning of the proof of Theorem 9.1) K 
Another proof of Theorem 6.9 without use of Tarski's principle has been 
given by Brumfiel [2, §8.7]. 
For any variety X over R and any subset M of X(R) which is semialgebraic 
in X we denote by &X(M) the family of all subsets U of M which are semi-
algebraic in X and open in M in the strong topology. 
Definition 3. Let X and Y be varieties over the real closed field R, and let M 
and N be subsets of X(R) and Y(R) which are semialgebraic in X and Y re-
spectively. A map / : M -+N is called semialgebraic with respect to X and Y, if 
the following two conditions are fulfilled. 
i) For every F e ® y ( N ) the preimage f~l(V) is an element of <&X{M). 
ii) The graph T( / ) of / , which is a subset of MxN, is semialgebraic in 
XxY 
Remarks, a) Under assumption of condition (ii) the condition (i) simply means 
that / : M-+N is continuous in the strong topologies, b) The first condition (i) 
alone would define a class of maps which is far too broad for our purposes. 
Take for example X = Y = A * , M and N as intervals in R. Then every mo-
notone bijective mapping / : M-+N fulfills condition (i). 
Examples. 1) For any morphism q>: X-+Y the map q>R: X(R)-+Y{R) is semi-
algebraic with respect to X and Y. Indeed, r(q>R) is just the set of rational points 
r(q>)(R) of the graph r(q>) of (p, and thus is certainly semialgebraic in X x Y. 
Moreover <pR is continuous. 
2) The map <p: Bd(x0)^>Be(y0) occurring in the implicit function theorem 
6.9 is semialgebraic with respect to A " and A m . 
Theorem 6.10. Let M and N be subsets of the sets X(R), Y(R) of real points of 
varieties X and Y over R which are semialgebraic in X and Y respectively. Let 
q>: M-+N be a semialgebraic map with respect to X and Y. Then for every subset 
A of M which is semialgebraic in X the image <p(A) is semialgebraic in Y. Also 
for every subset B of N which is semialgebraic in Y the preimage <p~1(B) is semi-
algebraic in X. 
Proof. Let p: X x Y-^X and q: X x y-> Y denote the natural projections from 
XxY to X and Y. The set pR1(A)nr((p) is semialgebraic in XxY. Thus by 
Tarski's theorem 6.8 
(p(A)^qRiPRl{A)nr(q>)) 
We thank G. Faltings for indicating to us this proof of the implicit function theorem 
is semialgebraic in X Similarly the set qR~1{B)nr(<p) is semialgebraic in X x Y. 
Thus 
r 1 ( ß ) = P Ä t o 1 ( B ) n r W ) 
is semialgebraic in X. q.e.d. 
U p to now at least our definitions could have been established over an ar-
bitrary ordered base field instead of R. (Perhaps a more careful definition of 
the families <»*(M) would be appropriate). But in the following crucial theorem 
our assumption that R is real closed enters in an essential way - as it does in 
the preceding theorem 6.10 - since we need for the proof Tarski's theorem 6.8. 
Without the assumption that R is real closed we do not know how to compose 
semialgebraic maps. 
Theorem 6.11. Let X, Y9Z be varieties over R and let M9N9S be subsets of X(R)9 
Y(R)9 Z(R) which are semialgebraic in X9Y9Z respectively. Let f: M — • N , g: 
N-+S be maps which are semialgebraic with respect to X9 Y and Z. Then the 
composite map gof: M-^S is semialgebraic with respect to X and Z. 
Proof gof clearly fulfills the condition (i) in Definition 3. It remains to prove 
that the graph T(gof) of gof is semialgebraic in X x Z . The subset 
A.=(r(f)xS)n(Mxr(g)) 
of X(R)x Y(R)xZ(R) is semialgebraic in XxY xZ. Let p denote the projec-
tion of X x Y x Z onto XxZ. The graph 
r(gof)=pR(A) 
is semialgebraic in X x Z by Theorem 6.8. q.e.d. 
Proposition 6.12. Let Xl9X29 Yl9Y2 be varieties over R and Ml9M29 Nl9N2 be 
subsets of X^R), X2(R)9 Y^R), Y2{R) which are semialgebraic with respect to 
Xl9X29 Yl9Y2. Let fx: M ^ A ^ and f2: M 2 - » N 2 be semialgebraic maps with 
respect to Xl9 Yx and Xl9 Y2. Then fxxf2: M1xM2-+N1xN2 is semialgebraic 
with respect to XxxX2 and Yx x Y2. 
Proof Introducing the switch 
T: XlxX2xYlx Y2^>XX xYYxX2xY2 
of the second with the third factor in X j x X 2 x Y^ x y> we have 
t ( r ( / 1 x / 2 ) ) = r ( / 1 ) x r ( / 2 ) . 
Thus r{ft xf2) is a semialgebraic subset of XX(R) x X2(R) x Y^R) x Y2(R). Fur-
thermore the map fx x f2 is continuous in the strong topologies. Thus fx xf2 is 
semialgebraic. 
Corollary 6.13. Let X, Yl9 Y2 be varieties over R and M , Nl9 N 2 be semialgebraic 
subsets ofX(R)9 YX(R\ Y2(R). Letf1:M-^Nl and f2: M-+N2be semialgebraic 
maps with respect to X9 Yl9 Y2. Then the map (fl9f2): M^>NtxN2is semialge-
braic with respect to X and YxxY2. 
This is clear since (fu f2) is the composite of fxxf2: MxM-+NxxN2 
with the diagonal map from M t o M x M . 
Definition 4. Let X be a variety over R and M a subset of X(R) which is semi-
algebraic in X. A semialgebraic function f on M with respect to X is a map 
f M-+R which is semialgebraic with respect to X and A £ . 
Proposition 6.14. If f: M^R and g: M-+R are semialgebraic with respect to X 
then the same holds true for the functions f+g and f-g. If in addition f has no 
zeros on M then also the function 1/f on M is semialgebraic with respect to X. 
Proof f+g is the composite of the map ( / , g ) : M - » R x R and the map 
(x,y)^> x+y from RxR to R. By Corollary 6.13 and Theorem 6.11 we con-
clude that f+g is semialgebraic. In the same way we see that fg is semialge-
braic. Assume now that / has no zeros on M . Then / and 1/f may be regarded 
as maps from M to R*. The map / : M-+R* is semialgebraic with respect to X 
and A ^ f O } (use Proposition 6.5). The map 1/f: M - > K * is the composite of / 
with the map x-*x~l from R* to R*. The last map comes from an automor-
phism of the scheme A ^ J O } . Thus also 1/f: M-+R* is semialgebraic with re-
spect to X and A ^ J O } . Then this map is also semialgebraic with respect to X 
and A 1 , q.e.d. 
§ 7. The Category of Semialgebraic Spaces 
U p to now we have been forced to consider a semialgebraic set M always to-
gether with a fixed embedding into some algebraic variety over R. The purpose 
of this section is to get rid of this inconvenience. We shall establish the "ca-
tegory of semialgebraic spaces" in a way which should leave no doubts that 
our definitions are the natural ones. Recall that our base field R is always as-
sumed to be real closed. 
Definition 1. A restricted topological space M is a set M equipped with a family 
& ( M ) of subsets of X, called the "open subsets" of M , such that the following 
holds true: 
i) 0e&(M),Me&(M). 
ii) If Ux and U2 are elements of <s>(M) then also ^ u l / j and UlnU2 are 
elements of &(M) . 
Notice that the difference to usual topology is that only finite unions of 
open sets are again open. 
Example 1. Take for M a subset of the set X(R) of real points of a variety X 
over R which is semialgebraic in X and take for & ( M ) the family &X(M) of all 
open subsets of M which are semialgebraic in X, as defined in § 6. 
We regard a restricted topological space M as a (very special) site in the 
sense of Grothendieck. The category of the site has as objects the open sets of 
Af and as morphisms the inclusion maps. The coverings (Ut-+ U)iel are the 
finite systems of inclusions with (J [/.= [/. A sheaf F on M is then an assign-
ee/ 
ment U*-+F(U) for every Ue&(M) with sets, abelian groups, etc. as values 
F(U) fulfilling the usual sheaf conditions, except that now only finite open 
coverings are admitted. 
Definition 2. A ringed space over R is a pair ( A f , 0 M ) with Af a restricted to-
pological space and 0M a sheaf of /^-algebras. A morphism (<p, 9): 
( A f , 0 M ) - * ( N , 0 N ) between ringed spaces over R is defined in the obvious way: 
q> is a continuous map from Af to JV, i.e. every open set V in N has an open 
preimage q>~l(V\ and 9 is a map from the sheaf 0N toJ^OM respecting the R-
algebra structures. In other words, for any open sets U in Af and V in N with 
q>(U)aV we have an R-algebra homomorphism 
with the usual compatibilities with respect to the restriction maps. 
Example 2. Let X be an algebraic variety over R and Af a subset of X{R) 
which is semialgebraic in X . We equip Af with the restricted topology as de-
scribed in Example 1. For any open subset U of Af we take for 0M(U) the R-
algebra of semialgebraic functions on U as described at the end of § 6. Then 
(Af, 0M) is a ringed space over R. We call such a ringed space a semialgebraic 
subspace of the variety X. 
Notice that if X is a locally closed subscheme of another variety Y over R 
then according to §6 the semialgebraic subspaces of X are just the semialge-
braic subspaces ( A f , 0 M ) of Y with Af contained in the subset X{R) of Y(R). 
Definition 3. A n affine semialgebraic space over R is a ringed space (Af, 0M) 
over R which is isomorphic to a semialgebraic subspace of an affine variety X 
over R and hence of A ^ for some n^O. A semialgebraic space over R is a ring-
ed space ( A f , 0 M ) over R which has a finite covering ( M J i e J ) by open sets 
Mt such that the ringed spaces (Mi90M\Mt) over R are affine semialgebraic 
spaces over R. A morphism between semialgebraic spaces is a morphism in the 
category of ringed spaces over R as described above. 
Remark. Any semialgebraic subspace (Af, 0M) of a variety X over K is clearly a 
semialgebraic space over R. If X is quasiprojective then (Af, 0 M ) is even q#we\ 
This follows from the well known fact that every projective space IP£ over R 
contains an affine open subscheme X with JPn(R)=X(R). Indeed, choose X as 
the complement of a closed hypersurface in 1P£ which has no real points. 
From the affine case the following is clear: Let ( A f , ^ ) be a semialgebraic 
space. Then for every point x of Af the stalk (9M%X% defined in the usual way, is 
a local ring. Moreover the residue class field 0MtJmMtX with respect to the max-
imal ideal m M x of 0M x is canonically isomorphic to R. Thus for any open 
subset U of Af and any section hsOM(U) we can define the value h{x)eR at 
any point xeU as the image of h in 0MtJmM x . Any two sections hl,h1 of 0M 
over U with h1(x) = h2{x) for every x in U are equal. Thus we regard since now 
always 0M as a subsheaf of the sheaf of all R-valued functions on Af. 
From § 6 the following assertion is evident. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (Af, 0M) and (N, 0N) be semialgebraic subspaces of the va-
rieties X and Y over R and let f:M-+N be a semialgebraic map with respect to 
X and Y in the sense of § 6. For (semialgebraic) open subsets U of M and V of 
N with f(U)c:V we have well defined R-algebra homomorphisms 
fv*y&N(v)^e)Mm ht-hof. 
f and these maps f£v together yield a morphism (f /*) from (Af, 0M) to (N, &N). 
We now establish an important converse of this statement. 
Theorem 7.2. Let (/, 9): (Af,0 M )->(JV,0 N ) be a morphism between semialgebraic 
spaces. For any open subsets U and V of M and N with f(U)cV and any 
he®N(V) we have 
9v,v(h)(x)=h(f(x)) 
for all xeU. If (Af ,0 M ) and (N,0N) are semialgebraic subspaces of varieties X 
and Y then moreover f is a semialgebraic map from Af to N with respect to X 
and Y in the sense of § 6. 
Proof. One easily retreats to the case that (Af, <9M) and (N9 0N) are affine. Then 
in particular (N, 0N) is isomorphic to a semialgebraic subspace of A m for some 
m. We first prove the theorem in the case that (N,0N) actually is a semialge-
braic subspace of A m . We may assume Y = A m in the second assertion of the 
theorem. N is a semialgebraic subset of Rm in the classical sense. Let 
yl9 ...,yme0N(N) denote the restrictions to N of the standard coordinate func-
tions on Rm. We introduce the K-valued functions # = 9 M § i V (y j )e0 M (M) on Af. 
Our first claim is that for every point aeAf the point f(a) has the coordinates 
/i(a), . . . , / m ( 4 Indeed, the section yt —ft(a)=z(e@N(N) has the image 9MtN(z^ 
—fi-fi(a) in 0 M (Af) which vanishes at a. Since 9AfN(zi) gives in the stalk GMa 
an element of the maximal ideal mM a the section zt cannot give a unit in the 
stalk 0Ntfiay Thus zt vanishes at f(a), and this means y,(/(a))=yi(a). We now 
know that f:M-+N coincides with the map ( / i , . . . , / w ) from Af to R*. If in 
particular Af is a semialgebraic subspace of a variety X over R then clearly / 
is a semialgebraic map from Af to N with respect to X and A m in the sense of 
§6. 
Let U and V be relatively open semialgebraic subsets of Af and N with 
f(U)cV and let heON(V) be given, h: V-+R is semialgebraic with respect to 
A m and A 1 . We consider the graph G of h in V xR which is semialgebraic in 
A m + 1 . The map 
g : = ( i d , h ) : K - ^ G 
is bijective and semialgebraic with respect to A m and A m + 1 , and the inverse 
map g _ 1 is semialgebraic with respect to A m + 1 and A w . Thus by Proposi-
tion 7.1 
is an isomorphism between the semialgebraic subspace (V9 0V) of A m and the 
semialgebraic subspace (G, 0G) of A m + 1 . 
Let (f9§): ( 1 / , 0 C ) - > ( K 0 K ) denote the restriction of (f99) to U and V. Let 
finally ym+1 denote the last coordinate function on G, i.e. the restriction of the 
projection VxR-*R to G. We apply what has been proved above to the mor-
phism 
(&g*)°(fJy.(U, 0 „ ) - > ( G , 0 G ) 
and we learn: 
$ ° G O W I)=y m +1 ° g ° / = h of. 
But g£ G(j>m + 1) = h. Thus 9uv{h)=hof. This finishes the proof of the theorem 
in the case that (N, 0N) is a semialgebraic subspace of A m for some m. 
It remains to prove the first assertion of the theorem in the case that there 
only exists an isomorphism 
(g9e):(N9ON)-^(L90L) 
from {N9 0N) to a semialgebraic subspace (L, 0L) of A m . Now we can apply 
what has been proved to the isomorphism (g, s) and to the morphism 
( & e ) ° Thus we know that e is the "pulling back" g* of functions by the 
map g, and 
3 o f i = ( g o / ) * = / * o g * 
Clearly e _ 1 =(g~ 1 )* and we conclude that indeed Theorem 7.2 is com-
pletely proved. 
By this theorem a morphism (/,#): (M9(9M)-+(N9(9N) between semialge-
braic spaces is completely determined by the map / and we write 9 = / * . 
Since now a semialgebraic space (Af, 0M) wil l often be simply denoted by 
the letter Af. A n open subset U of Af will again be regarded as a semialgebraic 
space with structure sheaf 0V-0M\U. A morphism (ff*):(M90M)-^(N90N) 
will be identified with the map / : A f - > N . We usually call these maps 
/: M—>N the semialgebraic maps from the semialgebraic space Af to the semi-
algebraic space N. They are a generalization of the semialgebraic maps defined 
in §6. It is pretty obvious that for any open subset U of a semialgebraic space 
Af the functions in 0M(V) are just the semialgebraic maps from U to R. Here 
of course R=Al(R) is considered as a semialgebraic subspace of the variety 
A 1 . Similarly we mean by Rn always the semialgebraic subspace An(R) of A". 
The semialgebraic maps from U to R" are just the n-tuples (hl9 ...,fcw) of func-
tions /l f 6(P M (l/) . 
The following theorem is now easily established by use of § 6. 
Theorem 73 . 1) Let Af t and Af 2 be semialgebraic spaces over K. Then there ex-
ists on the set Mt x A f 2 a unique restricted topology and a unique sheaf 0 M , X M 2 
of R-valued functions such that Mx x Af 2 becomes a semialgebraic space with the 
following properties: 
a) The projection maps prt: Mx x A f 2 - > Mt(i = 1,2) are semialgebraic. 
b) The semialgebraic space Mx x Af 2 equipped with these projection maps is 
the direct product of Af t and Af 2 in the category of semialgebraic spaces. 
2) If Ux and U2 are open subsets of Mt and M2, hence again semialgebraic 
spaces, then the open semialgebraic subspace U1xU2 of Mxx M2 coincides with 
the product of the space Ul and U2 as described above. 
3) / / M , is a semialgebraic subspace of a variety Xt over R(i = 1,2) then the 
product space Mt x M2 coincides with the semialgebraic subspace of Xx x X2 
which has as underlying point set the subset MtxM2 of (XlxX2) (R) = 
Xx(R)xX2{R). 
Notice that the topology on Mx xM2 is usually finer than the "product" of 
the restricted topologies of Mx and M 2 : Not every open subset of Mx x M2 is a 
finite union of sets Ul x U2 with Ut open in Mr 
For any semialgebraic space M we denote by ®(M) the smallest familiy of 
subsets of M which contains & ( M ) and is closed with respect to taking finite 
unions and complements in M . If (Mj), 6 / is a finite open covering of M then 
clearly a subset A of M lies in <5(M) if and only if AnM( lies in ®(M f ) for 
every iel. Furthermore if M is a semialgebraic subspace of a variety X then 
S ( M ) consists of all subsets A of M which are semialgebraic in X in the sense 
of § 6. Thus we see that the following holds true in any semialgebraic space M . 
Proposition 7.4. A subset A of M belongs to S ( M ) if and only if A is the union 
of finitely many sets of the following shape: 
{xeU\Mx)>0,...,fr(x)>0,g(x)=0} 
with U open in M and fl9...,fr,g functions in 0M(U). If M is affine U can be 
replaced by M in this statement. 
We call the elements of ®(Af) the semialgebraic subsets of M . 
It is convenient to use on a semialgebraic space M also the strong topology, 
which is defined as follows: The open sets of this topology are the unions of 
arbitrary subfamilies of <©(M). The strong topology is a topology in the usual 
sense. If M is a semialgebraic subspace of a variety X over R, then the strong 
topology of M as now defined coincides with the topology induced by the 
strong topology of X(R) as defined in §1. Henceforth we shall call the topology of 
a semialgebraic space M considered before "the restricted topology of M " . 
The following proposition is evident for an affine semialgebraic space M 
from the definitions and thus holds true for an arbitrary semialgebraic space 
M . 
Proposition 73. A subset U of M is open in the restricted topology if and only if 
U is semialgebraic in M and open in the strong topology. 
Since now we use the following terminology: The words open, closed, 
dense, etc. all refer to the strong topology of M . The open subsets of M in the 
restricted topology are called the "open semialgebraic subsets" of M. A map 
f:M-+N between semialgebraic spaces will be called "continuous", if / is con-
tinuous in the strong topologies, and „strictly continuous", if / is continuous 
in the restricted topologies. 
Theorem 7.6. A map <p: M-+N between semialgebraic spaces is semialgebraic if 
and only if <p is continuous and the graph r{q>) is a semialgebraic subset of 
Af xAf. In this case the preimage <p~i(B) of any semialgebraic subset B of N is 
semialgebraic in Af and the image cp(A) of any semialgebraic subset A of M is 
semialgebraic in N. 
This theorem is clear from § 6 if M and N are affine. The proof in the gen-
eral case is then only an exercise which can safely be left to the reader. 
A further example for the usefulness of the strong topology is given by 
Theorem 7.7. Let A be a semialgebraic subset of a semialgebraic space Af. Then 
also the closure A and the interior A of A (in the strong topology of M) are 
semialgebraic subsets of Af. 
Proof It suffices to prove that Ä is semialgebraic, since M\A=(M\A)~. We 
easily retreat to the case that Af is a semialgebraic subspace of Rn for some n. 
The closure of A in Af is the intersection of Af with the closure of A in Rn. 
Thus it suffices to prove that the closure of A in Rn is semialgebraic, and we 
may assume without loss of generality that M=Rn. In this case the theorem is 
well known and in fact an easy consequence of Tarski's theorem on the "elim-
ination of quantifiers", cf. [13, 12] or [3]. 
We turn any non empty semialgebraic subset A of a semialgebraic space Af 
into a semialgebraic space in the following way: &(A) consists of all subsets V 
of A which are open in A in the strong topology of Af and semialgebraic in Af. 
For any KeS(A) the JR-algebra 0A(V) consists of all maps / : V-+R which are 
continuous with respect to the strong topologies of Af and R and have a 
graph r(f) which is semialgebraic in Af x R. From the affine case studied in §6 
it is clear that (A, 0A) is a semialgebraic space and that the inclusion map 
A—>M yields a monomorphism (A,0A)->{M,0M) in the category of semialge-
braic spaces. We call A equipped with this structure as a ringed spaces over R a 
semialgebraic subspace of Af. 
Remark 7.8. The strong topology of A is clearly the topology of A induced by 
the strong topology of Af. The same holds true for the restricted topology: 
Every open semialgebraic subset V of A is the intersection UnA of some 
open semialgebraic subset U of Af with A. Indeed, for a proof we easily retreat 
to the case A f = R n . Consider the distance function 
f(x) = mf(\\x-y\\\yeA\V). 
The infimum exists and is equal to mm(\\x-y\\\yeA\V) (cf. §9). / is a semi-
algebraic function on R\ as is easily seen by use of Tarski's theorem on elim-
ination of quantifiers (cf. also [2, 8.13.12]). V is the intersection of A with the 
open semialgebraic subset 
t/: = {xeK" | / (x )>0} 
of Rn. We do not need these facts here. 
The following proposition is obvious from Theorem 7.6. 
Proposition 7.9. Let (p: Af —>N be a semialgebraic map. If A is a semialgebraic 
subspace of N with (p(M)czA, then the map ij/:M-+A obtained from <p by re-
striction of the range N to A is again semialgebraic. In particular, since <p(M) is 
a semialgebraic subspace of N, we have a canonical factorization of (p into a 
semialgebraic surjection q> and a semialgebraic inclusion map 
(p(M) 
We now can prove that arbitrary pullbacks exist in our category. 
Theorem 7,10. Let <px:Mx-*N, (p2:M2-+N be semialgebraic maps. The subset 
Mx xNM2 of MxxM2 consisting of all pairs ( x 1 , x 2 ) in MxxM2 with (px{xx) 
=<p2(x2) is a semialgebraic subset of MxxM2 and hence a semialgebraic space. 
The diagram 
MxxNM2 P 1 , A f 2 
with p1 and p2 the restrictions of the projections of Mx xM2 to Mx and M2 is a 
pullback in the category of semialgebraic spaces over R. 
Proof. The diagonal A of N x N is a semialgebraic subset of N x N as is clear 
from the affine case. From <px and <p2 we obtain a semialgebraic map 
(plX(p2: Mx xM2—>NxN. 
MlxNM2 is the preimage of A under this map, hence is semialgebraic in Af x 
xM2. The pullback property of the square above follows now immediately 
from the fact that Mx x M2 is the categorial product of Af x and M 2 and from 
Proposition 7.9. 
Similarly we obtain from Proposition 7.9 in a quite formal way 
Proposition 7.11. Let Ax and A2 be semialgebraic subspaces of semialgebraic 
spaces Mx and M2. Then AxxA2 is a semialgebraic subset of Mx xM2. The 
structure of AxxA2 as a semialgebraic subspace of Mx xM2 is the same as the 
product of the space Ax and A2. 
Definition 4. A semialgebraic space M is called separated if the usual Hausdorff 
property is fulfilled: For any two different points x and y of M there exist open 
sets U and V in M with xeU, yeV and UnV empty. 
It is easily seen that M is separated if and only if the diagonal A o f M x M , 
which is a semialgebraic subset of M x M, is closed in Af x Af. Thus for a sepa-
rated algebraic scheme X over R the semialgebraic space X(R) is separated. 
Clearly also every semialgebraic subspace of a separated semialgebraic space is 
separated. 
In our investigations only separated semialgebraic spaces will play a role; 
but as in the theory of schemes it sometimes is better not to exclude the other 
semialgebraic spaces. Moreover, since every semialgebraic subspace of a 
quasiprojective variety is affine, only affine semialgebraic spaces seem to be im-
portant in practice. In fact, we do not even know yet if there exist any other 
separated semialgebraic spaces. Nevertheless it certainly is important to have 
the notion of an arbitrary semialgebraic space. Remember for example differ-
ential topology where it is essential to have the general notion of a C°°-
manifold despite every manifold is isomorphic to a submanifold of some JR". 
§ 8 . Dimension 
Our definition of the dimension of a semialgebraic space starts out from the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 8.1. Let M and N be semialgebraic subspaces of algebraic varieties X 
and Y over R. Let Xx denote the Zariski closure of M in X (as always with the 
reduced subscheme structure) and Yx the Zariski closure of N in Y. Let 
f: M-+N be a surjective map whose graph is semialgebraic in M x N , hence in 
XxY( e.g. f is a surjective semialgebraic map). Then dim Yx ^ d i m Xx. 
Proof. We easily retreat to the case that X=An, Y = A m are affine standard va-
rieties. Thus M and N are semialgebraic subsets of Rn and Rm in the classical 
sense, and the graph r(f) is semialgebraic in Rn x Rm. Let V denote the Zariski 
closure of r(f) in A n x A m . The natural projection from A " x A m to A m maps 
r(f) onto N , hence V onto a Zariski dense subset of Yx. Thus we have 
dim Yx ^ d i m V and it suffices to prove dim V^d with d the dimension of Xv 
We proceed by induction on m. The case m=0 is trivial. Assume now m>0. 
We consider the projection n: R m - > R m ~ 1 , n{yx, . . . ,y m )=(y 1 , . . . , y m _ 1 ) . Let W 
denote the Zariski closure of the graph r(n° f) in A " x A " 1 " 1 . By induction hy-
pothesis dimW^d. Now r(f) is semialgebraic in A n + m . Thus r(f) 
=JV 1 u. . .uN r with non empty sets 
N, = {(w, t)eRm+m-1 x Ä| g | (w, t)=0, /y(w, t) >0, 
Here the g{ and fu are polynomials over Ä in n+m variables 7 \ , T n + m _ l 9 T. 
Let p denote the natural projection from Rn+m-1 xR onto R " + m - 1 , and let Wx 
denote the Zariski closure of p(Nt) in A " + m ~ 1 . Then W= Wl u ... u Wr. Clearly 
VaVxKj...\jVr with Vx the closed reduced subvariety of zeros of 
gt(Tu T n + m _ j , T) of Wt x A 1 . We now focus our attention on some arbitrari-
ly chosen irreducible component W of Wx. The set Nx contains at least one 
point (wl9t) with w^eW^R), since otherwise p(N1) would already be contained 
in the union of the other irreducible components of Wx. Over wx lies precisely 
one point of Nl9 since quite generally over any point of r(7io/)=p(r(/)) lies 
precisely one point of F ( / ) . Thus the polynomial g t ( w l 9 T ) 6 Ä [ T ] is not zero. 
We conclude that the polynomial g x { T l 9 T n + m _ u T) does not vanish identi-
cally on W x A 1 . Thus 
dim Vx ^ (d im Wx + 1 ) - 1 ^d. 
For the same reason all V{ have at most the dimension d9 hence 
dimV^d. q.e.d. 
Definition 1. Let X be a variety over R and Af a semialgebraic subspace of X. 
The dimension dimx M of M in X is the dimension of the Zariski closure of the 
set Af in X. 
If Y is another variety over R and / : Af-> Y(K) is some semialgebraic map 
then we learn from Theorem 8.1 that 
d i m y / (Af) ^ dimx Af. 
If / is also injective, then 
d i m y f(Af)=dimx Af. 
Indeed the map / " 1 : / (Af)-» Af has the graph 
r(/-1)=t(r(/)) 
with T : Af x / ( A f ) - » / ( A f ) x Af the switching map. Thus T(f~l) is semialgebraic 
in / ( A f ) x Af, and we can apply Theorem 8.1 also to f ' 1 . 
In the sequel Af is always a semialgebraic space. 
Definition 2. Let (Mt\iel) be a finite covering of Af by open semialgebraic sub-
spaces M{ which are isomorphic to semialgebraic subspaces N( of varieties Xt 
over R. We define the dimension of Af as 
dim Af=sup dimXi (iV£). 
1 6 / 
From Theorem 8.1 and the subsequent discussion it is evident that this 
number d imAf does not depend on the choice of the covering (M(\iel) and the 
Proposition &2. a) If A is a semialgebraic subspace of Af then d i m A ^ d i m A f . 
b) If (Aj\jeJ) is a finite family of semialgebraic subspaces of Af and if Af 
is the union of the Aj then 
dim Af=sup dim A*. 
Proof We easily retreat to the case that Af is a subspace of some variety X. 
Then both assertions are evident from the definitions. 
Proposition 83. If f: M->N is a surjective (resp. bijective) map between semi-
algebraic spaces whose graph is semialgebraic in MxN then 
dim N dim M(resp. dim N=dim Af). 
The proof is easy starting from the affine case (Theorem 8.1) and using 
Proposition 8.2. 
Proposition 8.4. Let A be a semialgebraic subspace of Af and let Ä denote the 
closure of A in M in the strong topology, which by § 7 is again a semialgebraic 
subspace of Af. The dimensions of A and A are equal 
Proof. We easily retreat to the case that Af is a subspace of a variety X. Let Z 
denote the Zariski closure of A in X. Then AaZ(R) and Z(R) is closed in the 
strong topology of X(R). Thus A<zZ(R), and we see that Z is also the Zariski 
closure of A. We have dim A=dim Z = dim A. 
Proposition &5. For any semialgebraic spaces Af and N 
dim (Af x N)=dim Af + dim N. 
Proof. We easily retreat to the case that Af and N are affine, hence subspaces 
of varieties A" and A m . Let Xx and Yx denote the Zariski closures of Af and N 
in A" and A m respectively. It is easily verified that MxN has in A " + m the Za-
riski closure XlxYl. The assertion is now clear, since 
dim(Xl x y l ) = d i m A ' 1 + d i m Yx. 
We now strive for a more intrinsic description of the dimension of a semi-
algebraic space M. 
Proposition 8.6. Let X be a regular irreducible variety over R of dimension n. 
Then every non empty open semialgebraic subset Af of X(R) has dimension n. 
Proof. Clearly d i m A f ^ n . We choose some point peAf. There exists an etale 
morphism n: l / -> V from a Zariski open neighbourhood U of p in X onto a 
Zariski open subset V of A* [9, Exp. 2]. By the implicit function Theorem 6.9 
there exists an open semialgebraic neighbourhood Af' of p in U(R)nM and an 
open semialgebraic subset JV of V{R) such that the restriction 7r|Af' maps Af' 
bijectively onto N and induces a semialgebraic isomorphism A f ' — ^ N . Thus 
dim Af '=d im N. Since dim A f ' ^ d i m Af ?£n it suffices to prove dim N = n. Now 
N contains an open rectangle 
B = ] a 1 , f e 1 [ x . . . x ] a l l , b l l [ 
of Rn and we only have to verify that B is Zariski dense in A w . This is easy. We 
proceed by induction on n. The case w = l is trivial since £ is an infinite set. 
Assume n > l . Let / ( T l t 7 ^ ) be a polynomial over R in n variables 7 \ , T n 
which vanishes on B. We have to verify that / is zero. Suppose that / is not 
zero and the variable TH occurs in / We write 
/ ( T 1 , . . . , r B ) = i g i ( r 1 , . . . , r n _ 1 ) T ; . 
i = 0 
For every point w of ] a 1 , f c 1 [ x . . . x ] ^ ^ , ^ ^ the polynomial / (w, van-
ishes on ] a „ , h e n c e is identically zero. Thus all g ^ T j , T n _ x ) vanish on 
] « i , f e i [ x . . . x ] a n _ i ^ n - i C - By induction hypothesis the gt are identically zero. 
This contradicts our assumption that / * 0 , and the proposition is proved. 
Proposition 8.6 implies the following "identity theorem" for morphisms be-
tween varieties. Notice that a special case of this theorem has been verified di -
rectly in the proof of Proposition 8.6. 
Theorem 8.7. Let fx:X-+Y and f2:X-+Y be two morphisms from an irreducible 
reduced variety X over R to a separated variety Y. Let X' denote the Zariski 
open subvariety of X consisting of the regular points of X. Assume that fx and 
fi coincide on some non empty open subset U of X'(R). Then fx =/2. 
Proof We consider the morphism <p=(fuf2):X-+YxY and the preimage 
<P~l(A)=Z of the diagonal A of Y x Y. Then Z is a closed subvariety of X. 
Let X have dimension n. We may choose the open set U above as semialge-
braic in X(R). By Proposition 8.6 dim U=n. Now U is contained in Z{R). Thus 
d i m Z ^ w . This implies Z=X, hence f^f2. 
Theorem 8.8. Assume that Af is a semialgebraic space of dimension n. Then M 
contains a semialgebraic open subset U which is semialgebraically isomorphic to 
an open semialgebraic subset of Rn. 
Proof We may assume that Af is a Zariski dense subspace of a reduced variety 
X over R. Then dimX = n. Let S be the closed reduced subvariety of singular 
points of X. Then S4=A\ Thus Af meets the set X'(R) of real points of X'* 
=X\S, and M n X ' ( R ) is Zariski dense in X'. Replacing Af by MnX'(R) we 
assume that X is regular. We also assume without loss of generality that X is 
connected, hence irreducible, and affine. 
We have Af=N X u...uJV r with non empty sets 
^ : = {x6X(R) |g l (x)=0,4 . (x)>0, ; = l , . . . , s I } . 
and functions g„ fxj in the affine ring R[X~\. If all gx were different from zero 
then the Zariski closure of Af would be contained in the subvariety {gx 
=0}u. . .u{g r =0} of X which is different from X. Thus say g l = 0 , and Nx is 
an open semialgebraic subset of X(R). As explained in the proof of Proposition 
8.6 the set Nx certainly contains an open semialgebraic subset U which is iso-
morphic to an open semialgebraic subset of R". q.e.d. 
From Proposition 8.6 and Theorem 8.8 we extract the following very satis-
factory description of the dimension of Af. 
Corollary 8.9. The dimension of a semialgebraic space Af is the largest natural 
number n such that Af contains a non empty semialgebraic subset A which is 
isomorphic to an open semialgebraic subset of Rn. 
In the proof of Theorem 8.8 we have seen that for Af a Zariski dense semi-
algebraic subspace of an n-dimensional variety there exists a non empty semi-
algebraic subset U of Af which is open in X(R) and isomorphic to an open 
semialgebraic subset of R". From this observation we deduce immediately 
Theorem 8.10. Let Af be a semialgebraic space of dimension n and let B be a 
semialgebraic subset of Af which also has dimension n. Then the interior 6 of B 
in Af is non empty and has again dimension n. (Recall from § 7 that B is 
semialgebraic.) 
Corollary 8.11._Lef A be a non empty semialgebraic subset of a semialgebraic 
space Af. Let A denote the closure of A in Af which is again semialgebraic. The 
semialgebraic subset A\A is either empty or has strictly smaller dimension than 
A. 
Proof. Let r — d i r n A Then also A has the dimension r (Proposition 8.4) and 
the set B-=A\A has dimension dim B ^ r . If d imB = r then by the preceding 
Theorem 8.10 the interior B of B with respect to A would be non empty. This 
is absurd since A is dense in A. Thus d i m £ < r . 
§ 9. Complete Semialgebraic Spaces 
Starting from now we assume for convenience that all semialgebraic spaces are 
separated. Otherwise we would be forced in this section to impose on various 
semialgebraic maps M - * N the condition that they are separated, i.e. that the 
corresponding diagonal map M-+MxNM is an isomorphism from M to a 
closed semialgebraic subspace of M x N A f . For separated spaces Af, N this is 
automatically true, cf. the arguments in [8, I, § 5]. We also assume that all oc-
curring varieties are separated. 
We copy a definition from the theory of schemes. 
Definition. A semialgebraic map / : A f - » N between semialgebraic spaces is 
called proper, if for the pullback 
MxNN'—£—»JV' 
(*) 
Af —-—> N 
with an arbitrary semialgebraic map g the map / ' is closed in the restricted to-
pologies, i.e. / ' maps a closed semialgebraic subset A' of Af x NN' onto a closed 
(semialgebraic) subset f'(A!) of N'. A semialgebraic space Af is called com-
plete if the map from M to the one point space is proper. This means that for 
any semialgebraic space JV the projection Af x N - > N is closed in the restricted 
topologies. 
The following statements about proper maps are evident: 
i) Every closed embedding Af->iV (i.e. semialgebraic isomorphism from Af 
onto a closed subspace of N) is proper. 
ii) The composition of proper maps is proper. 
iii) For any pullback diagram of semialgebraic maps, as drawn above (*), the 
map / ' is proper if / is proper. 
From these facts we conclude in a well known purely formal way, cf. [8, II, 
§5 .4 ] : 
iv) I f / : A f - » N , g: M'->N' are proper semialgebraic maps "over" a semi-
algebraic space S (in the usual sense) then / xsg:MxsM'-+NxsN' is again 
proper. 
Let f:M-+N and g: AT-» L be semialgebraic maps. 
v) If g o / is proper then / is proper. In particular (L=point) every semi-
algebraic map starting at a complete semialgebraic space is proper. 
vi) If gof is proper and / is surjective then g is proper. In particular the 
kfcage of a complete space under any semialgebraic map is again complete. 
We now strive for an insight when a semialgebraic space is complete. Our 
first goal is to prove that any bounded and closed semialgebraic subset of R" 
for any n^O is a complete semialgebraic space. The following remark gives a 
Motivation for the direction of our considerations below. 
Remark 9.1. Let M be a complete semialgebraic space. Then every semialge-
braic function f: M ->R attains a maximum and a minimum. 
Proof Consider / as a semialgebraic map into IP1(R)=Ku{oo}. This map is 
Proper (cf. statement (v) above). Thus / (Af) is a closed semialgebraic subset of 
&l(R\ which does not contain the point oo. Thus /(Af) is contained in a 
dosed interval [ - C , C ] . Now clearly the closed semialgebraic subsets of 
[ - C, C ] are the unions of finitely many disjoint closed subintervals of [ - C, C ] 
a n d of finitely many isolated points, (cf. Lemma 9.3 for a more general state-
ment about curves). Clearly / (Af) contains a smallest and a largest element. 
Proposition 9.2. Let Af be a closed and bounded semialgebraic subset of Rn for 
some n^l. Then every polynomial feR[Xl9...,XJ attains on Af a maximum 
and a minimum. 
This is well known to be true if R is the field of real numbers. The lemma 
can be transferred to an arbitrary real closed field by use of Tarski's principle. 
But we shall now give a direct proof of Proposition 9.2 without reference to 
the field of real numbers. Already Brumfiel has given such a proof [2, p. 207] 
using his theory of partially ordered rings. Our proof will be very different. 
Of course it suffices to prove that / attains a maximum on Af. We proceed 
by induction on the dimension d of Af. The case d = 0 is trivial since then Af is 
a finite set. Assume d^l. Let X be the Zariski closure of Af in A " and 
X r the irreducible components of X. Every set M^=M nXt(R) is Zar-
iski dense in Xt and again closed and bounded in X. Thus we assume without 
loss of generality that X is irreducible. 
We first treat the case <f = l . Here we need the following result which is 
clear from §2 and in fact already contained in [11 II, §7 ] . 
Lemma 93. Let Y be a complete regular curve over R. We choose an orientation 
on Y(R). The closed semialgebraic subsets of Y(R) are the unions of full com-
ponents, finitely many pairwise disjoint closed intervals and finitely many isolated 
points. 
We return to our closed bounded semialgebraic set Af in Rn which has di-
mension 1 and whose Zariski closure is an irreducible curve X in A w . Let X de-
note the projective completion of X in IP". Then Af is^a closed semialgebraic 
subset of X(R). Let n: X->X be the normalization of X and g: X-+JP1 the ra-
tional function obtained by composition of n with the rational function f\X on 
X. This function has no poles on the closed semialgebraic subset n^1(M)—M 
of X{R) and we have g(Af)=/(Af). Thus it suffices to prove that g attains a 
maximum on Af. But this is clear from §2 (or already [11 II, §8]), since Af is a 
union of closed intervals and finitely many points by Lemma 9.3 above. 
We now assume d > l . By Noether's normalization theorem there exists a fi-
nite surjective morphism nx: X-+Ad. Let n2: Aä->Ad~1 denote the standard 
projection by omission of the last coordinate and let n=n2oni be the com-
posite morphism from X onto Y~Ad~l. A l l fibres n~l(y) of n at real points y 
of Y are - possibly not reduced or reducible - curves over R. 
Let 5 denote the singular locus of X. There exists a non empty Zariski 
open subset V of Y such that the restriction 
<p: U « = ( J i r \ S ) n i t - H F ) - > P 
of n is a smooth morphism [10, Chap. I l l , 10.7]. The reduced variety 
T: = X \ l / has dimension at most d—1. We introduce the closed semialgebraic 
subset 
N^^(MnT(R))u(M\^[) 
of Af with Af the interior of M in the space X(R). The set Nx has dimension at 
most d —1. Now consider the section dfer(U,Qv\v) of the invertible sheaf QV\V 
of relative differentials of U over K We consider first the case that Af is not 
identically zero. Let Z ' denote the zero locus of Af on U and Z denote the Za-
riski closure of Z ' in X. Z is either empty or a subvariety of X of dimension 
d —1. We introduce the closed semialgebraic subset 
N:=N1u(Z(R)nM) 
of Af, which again has dimension at most A—1. By induction hypothesis / at-
tains a maximal value K on JV. Let now x be a point of Af not contained in N , 
hence in particular contained in 17. Let C denote the scheme theoretic fibre of 
TT: X - » Y through x. The open subset 1 7 n C of C is a regular curve. As we 
have seen in the case d = l the function / attains a maximum on the closed 
semialgebraic subset Mr\C{R) of C(R) in some point x 0 , since this set is a 
closed bounded semialgebraic set of dimension at most one in Rn. This point x 0 
lies either in the complement of 17, or x 0 lies on the boundary of the subset 
MnC(R) of C(R\ hence in M \ M ° , or according to §2 we have x 0 e l 7 , 
(A/)(x0)=0 for the regular function / = / | Un C on Un C, which means that x 0 
lies in Z . Thus x0eN, and we have f(x)<f(x0)?£K. Thus / attains the maxi-
mum K also on M . 
There remains the case that the section Afer(U,Qv^v) is zero on U. This 
means that / is constant on every Zariski-connected component of every fibre 
of the restriction n~x(V)-*V of n. We then choose another polynomial 
h € R [ X X J which is not constant on all these fibre-components and in-
troduce the Zariski closure Zx of the set of zeros of Aher(U,QV\v) in X. The 
closed semialgebraic subset 
A^N^iZ^nM) 
of Af has again dimension at most A-l and thus / attains on A a maximum 
K. Let x be a point of Af\>l. Then x € l / . Let C denote the irreducible com-
ponent of the fibre n: X—> Y through x which contains x. The function h\C at-
tains on the set M n C(R) a maximum in some point x 0 . As shown above this 
Point x 0 lies in A. Now / is constant on C. Thus 
/ ( * ) » / ( * o « K , 
and Proposition 9.2 is completely proved. 
We are ready to prove our first main result. 
Theorem 9.4 (cf. [2, Proposition 8.13.5]). Every bounded closed semialgebraic 
subset M of Rn, n^l arbitrary, is a complete semialgebraic space. 
Proof We have to verify that for any semialgebraic space N and any semial-
gebraic closed subset A of MxN the image p(A) under the projection p: 
M x N-+N is closed in N. Suppose there exists a point y0eN which lies in the 
closure p(A) of p(A) but not in p(A). We choose a semialgebraic map q>: L-+N 
from a bounded semialgebraic subset L of some Rm, m ^ l , into N which is a 
semialgebraic isomorphism from L onto an open semialgebraic neighbourhood 
(p(L) ofy0 in N , and we consider the pullback 
MxL p' >L 
1 xq> 
MxN- >N. 
Let z 0 denote the preimage of y0 under q> and let B denote the preimage 
(1 x q>)- l(A) of A in M x L , which is a closed semialgebraic subset of M x L . The 
point z0 lies in p'{B) but not in p'(B). We now consider the canonical projec-
tion n: RttxRm-+Rm which extends p'. The set £ is bounded and semialgebraic 
in Rn x Rm, and z0 lies in the closure n(B) of 7c(B) in Rm, which is the same as 
n(B) with 5 the closure of B in Rn x Rm. But z 0 does not lie in n(B). Indeed, B is 
closed in RnxL, since M x L is closed in Rn x L. If there existed a point (x, z 0 ) 
in B, then 
( x , z 0 ) e B n ( f l n x L ) = £ , 
and z0 would lie in 7c(B), which is not true. Now consider on B the polynomial 
function 
p ( x , z ) = | | z - z 0 | | 2 
with || || the euclidean norm on Rm. This function is nowhere zero on B but 
has values arbitrary near to zero. This contradicts Proposition 9.2. Our theo-
rem is proved. 
Proposition 9.5. The projective space JP"(R) is complete for every n^l. 
Proof. We denote the projective standard coordinates on the variety P " over R 
by x 0 , . . . , x „ . Let X denote the complement of the hypersurface Xo + . . .+x B 2 =0 
in IP". We have the well known closed immersion 
, : ^ A « . J V = ( " + 1 ) 2 ( n + 2 ) 
q>(x0: x j : . . . : x„)=(x fX;(x* +... + x*)~111 ^j). 
Now X(K)=1P(R) and (pR is a semialgebraic isomorphism of X(R) onto a 
closed algebraic subset M of the unit cube [ — 1,1]N in R*. By the preceding theo-
rem M is complete. Thus also JP"(R) is complete. 
We now come to the second main result of this section. (A special case has 
been proved before: Theorem 4.2.) 
Theorem 9.6. Assume that f: X-+Y is a proper morphism between algebraic va-
rieties X and Y over R. Then the semialgebraic map fR: X(R)-+Y(R) is also 
proper. 
Proof. We first consider the case that / is projective. Then / has a factorization 
X c — U j p x Y 
with p the natural projection and i a closed immersion. Since IP^U) is com-
plete the map pR is proper. Also iR is prover by the property (i) of proper maps 
stated at the beginning of this section. Thus fR is proper. 
In the general case we proceed by induction on the dimension d of X. If d 
=0 there is nothing to prove. Assume d ^ l . By Chow's lemma [10, p. 107] 
there exists a commutative diagram of morphisms between varieties 
X 
with / projective and g yielding an isomorphism from g 1(U) onto U for some 
open dense subscheme 17 of X. We have X(R)=M<uZ(R) with M-=g(X(R)) 
and Z-.=X\U. N o w fR is proper as shown above. Consider the diagram 
X(R) 
with the vertical arrow obtained from gR by restriction of the range. By prop-
erty (vi) for proper maps we learn that fR\M is proper. On the other hand 
d i m Z < d and the morphism f\Z from Z to Y is proper. Thus by induction hy-
pothesis fR\Z(R) is proper. The theorem now follows by an easy lemma whose 
proof wil l be left to the reader. 
Lemma 9.7. Letf: Af—>N be a semialgebraic map between semialgebraic spaces. 
Assume there exist semialgebraic subspaces Ml9...,Mr of Af such that Af 
ssMlu...KjMr and all the restrictions f\Mt: Mt-*N are proper. Then f is prop-
er. 
We shall frequently use the following elementary fact about proper maps. 
Proposition 9.8. Let f: M-*N be a proper semialgebraic map between semialge-
braic spaces M and N. Assume that f is bijective. Then f is a semialgebraic iso-
morphism. 
Proof, f maps closed semialgebraic subsets of Af onto closed semialgebraic sub-
sets of N. T h u s / " 1 : N->M is strictly continuous. The graph o f / " 1 in NxM 
is obtained from the graph of / in Af x N by applying the switch isomorphism 
Af xN-^N x Af. Thus the set T(f~x) is semialgebraic in N x Af and / ~ 1 is a 
semialgebraic map. 
We mention an application of our theory of proper maps. 
Theorem 9.9. Let f: A f - » N be a map from a semialgebraic space Af to a com-
plete semialgebraic space N. Assume that the graph of f is a closed semialgebraic 
subset of MxN. Then f is semialgebraic. 
Proof. The problem is to prove that / is continuous at any given point x0 of 
Af. For this we may replace Af by an arbitrary semialgebraic neighbourhood of 
x0 in Af. Thus we may assume that Af is a bounded semialgebraic subset of Rn 
for some n>0. Let M denote the closure of Af in Rn and let T denote the clo-
sure of T in R"xN. Then T is a closed subspace of the complete space MxN. 
Thus f itself is a complete space. Let p denote the natural projection from f 
onto M. This is a proper semialgebraic map. Since T is closed in Af x N we 
have 
T = f n(Af x iV)=p" 1 (Af ) . 
Thus the restriction p: T-^M is again a proper semialgebraic map. p is the na-
tural projection from T to Af and thus bijective. By Proposition 9.8 p is a 
semialgebraic isomorphism. Introducing also the natural projection q: T->N 
we have f=qop-and we see that / is indeed a semialgebraic map. 
Applying this Theorem 9.9 to the case N=W"(R) we arrive at a result ob-
tained by Brumfiel [2, Proposition 8.13.8]. 
Corollary 9.10. Let f: M-+Rm be a map which is locally bounded everywhere (i.e. 
every xeM has a neighbourhood U such that f(U) is bounded). Assume that the 
graph of f is a closed semialgebraic subset ofMx Rm. Then f is semialgebraic. 
We now discuss proper maps in the case that R is the field R of real num-
bers. Let / : M-+N be a semialgebraic map between semialgebraic spaces over 
R. If / is a proper continuous map in the sense of topology [1, Chap. I, § 10], 
then clearly / is also a proper semialgebraic map. We want to prove the con-
verse of this trivial fact. 
Theorem 9.11. Let f: M-+N be a proper semialgebraic map over R. Then f is a 
proper continuous map. 
We prove this first in the case that N is the one point space. Then M is a 
complete semialgebraic space, and we have to prove that M is a compact to-
pological space. We need a lemma valid over any real closed field R and even 
for semialgebraic spaces which are not separated. 
Lemma 9.12. Let M be a semialgebraic space and V an open affine semialgebraic 
subset of Af. Then there exists an open affine semialgebraic subset U of M which 
is dense in Af and contains V. 
Proof Let ( M J l g i ^ n ) be a covering of Af by finitely many open affine 
semialgebraic subsets with Mt = V. Define Ul. = Ml = V, U2'- = M2\Ul9 
U3: = AfaMl / juU 2 ) , . . . ,U n - = Mn\(Ut u . - . u ^ j ) . The Ut are pairwise disjoint af-
fine open subsets of Af. Thus the set 
is again affine. Indeed, if every Ut can be semialgebraically embedded into Rm, 
then U can be embedded into R m + 1 simply by choosing n distinct parallel hy-
perplanes H i n R m + 1 and embedding I/, into H , . Clearly U is dense in 
Af. q.e.d. 
We shall use from Lemma 9.12 only the existence of a dense open affine 
semialgebraic subset U of Af, but the lemma in the form stated above is more 
interesting. 
We return to a complete semialgebraic space M over 1R and want to prove 
that Af is compact. Assume first that Af is affine, hence a semialgebraic subset 
of R " for some n. Clearly Af is closed in R w . The euclidean norm of K . n is a 
semialgebraic function on Af, hence certainly bounded on Af. Thus Af is a 
closed bounded subset of R", and we see that Af is indeed compact. 
We now prove that an arbitrary complete semialgebraic space Af over R is 
compact. We proceed by induction on the dimension of Af. If d i m A f = 0 then 
Af is a finite set, hence certainly compact. Assume now dimAf >0. Let U be a 
given covering of Af by open sets. We have to show that there exists a finite 
open covering 2B of Af which refines U . We choose a covering 95 of Af which 
consists of open semialgebraic subsets of Af and refines U . This is possible since 
the open semialgebraic sets are a basis of the topology of Af. Let (Aa\aeJ) be 
the family of the complements in Af of all unions of finitely many members of 
93. A l l Aa are closed semialgebraic subsets of Af. We have to show that Aa=0 
for some <xel. Then we know that already the finitely many members of 95 
used in the definition of Aa cover the whole space Af. 
Suppose that all Aa are non empty. By our Lemma 9.12 there exists a dense 
affine open semialgebraic subset U of Af. The complement Af' of U in Af is a 
complete semialgebraic space of smaller dimension than Af. By induction hy-
pothesis M ' is compact. If all Aa would meet Af' then by the compactness of 
Af' the intersection of all the sets Aar\M' would be non empty. But already the 
intersection of all Aa is empty. Thus there exists some yel with AycU. Now 
Ay is an affine complete semialgebraic space. A s shown above Ay is compact. 
A l l the sets AanAv a e / , are non empty. Thus the intersection of these sets is 
non empty. But this is the intersection of all Aa, a e 7, which has to be empty. 
This contradiction shows that indeed some Aa must be empty. We have proved 
that Af is compact. 
Let finally f: Af—>N be a proper semialgebraic map over R . A l l fibres 
f~x{y)> yeN, are complete, hence compact. We want to prove that / is proper 
in the topological sense. For this it suffices to verify that the image f(A) of any 
given closed subset A of M is closed in N [1, Chap. I § 10, Th. 1]. Suppose 
there exists some point y0 in f(A) which is not contained in f(A). The fibre 
f"l(y0) is disjoint from the closed set A. For every point x of / ~ 1(y0) there ex-
ists an open semialgebraic neighbourhood U(x) in Af which does not meet the 
set A. Since f~1(y0) is compact there exist finitely many points xl9...9xH in 
f"1(y0) with 
/ - 1 ( y 0 ) c C / : = l / ( x 1 ) u . . . u l / ( x l l ) . 
The set B-=M\U is closed and semialgebraic in Af and contains A. Since / is 
proper semialgebraic the set f(B) is closed in JV. Thus f(B) contains f(A). This 
is a contradiction since y0 does not lie in / ( £ ) . The map / must be proper in 
the topological sense, and Theorem 9.11 is proved. 
A further result on proper semialgebraic maps will be proved in § 12 (Theo-
rem 12.5). 
§ 10. Semialgebraic Paths 
The unit interval [0,1] in R will be always considered as a semialgebraic sub-
space of the affine line A 1 . 
Definition. A semialgebraic path a in a semialgebraic space Af is a semialge-
braic map a from [0,1] to Af. 
Our goal in this section is to explain that for any variety X over R the 
semialgebraic paths in X(R) are essentially the same objects as the combina-
torial paths defined in §3. The following theorem gives one half of this state-
ment. It implies that every combinatorial path can be "parametrized" to be-
come a semialgebraic path. 
In contrast to the preceding sections §6-§9 we now make strong use of the 
terminology and some results of part I of the paper. 
Theorem 10.1. Let y be a non degenerate elementary path in the set X(R) of real 
points of a variety X, as defined in §3 . Then there exists an order preserving 
semialgebraic isomorphism from the unit interval [0,1] to the ordered closed 
semialgebraic subset y of X(R). 
Here we of course consider also [0,1] as an elementary path, hence an or-
dered set, in the usual way. 
Proof We replace X by the Zariski closure of y in X and assume that AT is a 
reduced irreducible curve. Let X denote the normalization of X and yaX(R) 
the normalization of y. The canonical projection n: y—>y is a bijective proper 
semialgebraic map, hence a semialgebraic isomorphism (cf. Proposition 9.8). 
We now replace X and y by X and y and assume that X is also regular. 
We finally replace X by its regular completion. Thus we assume without loss 
of generality that X is a complete connected regular curve. We choose an 
orientation on X(R) such that y is an interval [ P , ß ] . We now choose an arbi-
trary function / in R(X)* which has no poles on y. By §2 (or already [11 II, 
§ 8]) there exists a subdivision 
P = P0<Pi<P2<...<Pn = Q 
of [7>,ß] such that / maps every subinterval lPt_l9PJ either strictly increasing 
or strictly decreasing onto a closed interval [ c f , d j in R. As above we conclude 
that / yields a semialgebraic isomorphism from onto [ c t , d j . We now 
define a strictly increasing semialgebraic isomorphism gt: [/*_!,/*] — ^ [ 0 , 1 ] 
as follows: 
g . W - K - c , . ) - 1 ^ ) - ^ . ] 
i f / is increasing on [Pi_l,PJ, and 
if / is decreasing on \_Pi_l,P^]. We finally define an order preserving semialge-
braic isomorphism g: [ P , ß ] — ^ [ 0 , 1 ] by 
n n 
for x in [/}_!,/?]. Then a- .=g _ 1 is an order preserving isomorphism from 
[0,1] to y = [ P , ß ] as desired. 
Theorem 10.2. Let f: [a, ft] —>X(R) be a semialgebraic map from a closed interval 
[a, ft] in R to the space of real points of an algebraic variety X over R. Then 
there exists a subdivision 
r 0 = a < r 1 < . . . < r „ = t 
ö/[a,fc] wirft the following properties: f maps every subinterval lti_l,tß onto an 
elementary path yr If y( is non degenerate this map from [tt^l9tj to the ordered 
semialgebraic set yt is an order preserving semialgebraic isomorphism. 
Thus / is a "parametrization" of a combinatorial path (y x , ...,y„). 
Proof Let T denote the graph of / in [a, 6] x X(R) and let Z denote the Zariski 
closure of T in IP 1 x X . The semialgebraic space T is isomorphic to [a,fc]. In 
particular d i m T = l , hence d i m Z = l . Let Z n . . . , Z r denote the irreducible 
components of Z . Then /]* = r n Z , ( Ä ) is Zariski dense in Zx. Moreover Tt is a 
closed semialgebraic subset of T. Thus the image Af, of Tt in [a, b] under the 
projection p: r - ^ [ a , f t ] is a disjoint union of closed subintervals Ii} of [a, ft] 
0 = 1,...,sf) and finitely many points (cf. Lemma 9.3). The Zariski closure of 
every set p~l(Iij) in IP 1 x X must be the component Z , . Thus certainly any two 
intervals J 0 , 7W with have as intersection a finite set. This means that li} 
and 4, are either disjoint or have one common endpoint. The Itj altogether co-
ver all of except perhaps finitely many points. Let 
be the endpoints of all the 7 l 7. Then we must have t0=a, tn=b, and the Itj are 
precisely all the intervals l A _ i , * J , fc = l , . . . , n . In particular the Itj cover the 
whole of [a, ft]. 
It suffices now to prove the assertion of the theorem for the restrictions 
/ l l A - i > ' J instead of / itself. Thus we assume without loss of generality that 
Z is irreducible. Let pt: Z-+JP1 and p2: Z-+X denote the natural projections 
from Z to P 1 and X. We replace X by the Zariski closure of p2(Z) in X, hence 
assume that X is irreducible and reduced of dimension 5* 1 and that p2 is dom-
inant. If A' is a point there is nothing to prove. Since now we assume that X is 
a reduced irreducible curve. Rep]acing X by some projective completion X of 
X and Z by the Zariski closure Z of Z in P1 x X we also assume that X and Z 
are complete. 
We have a commutative diagram of surjective morphisms 
with n and x the normalizations of Z and X. We choose orientations on Z(R) 
and X(R). The preimage nRl{r) of the graph r in Z(R) is by Lemma 9.3 a un-
ion of finitely many closed intervals JlJ...,Jn, any two of them having at most 
one end point in common, and finitely many points disjoint from the set 
The restriction g: f-*[a,ft] of <pR has only finitely many fibres which contain 
more than one point. Subdividing the intervals Jk suitably we may assume that 
g is injective on every J k , hence maps every Jk strictly increasing or decreasing 
onto a closed subinterval Ik of [a, ft] according to §2 (or already [11 II, §8]). 
Every map g\Jk is a semialgebraic isomorphism from Jk onto J k , cf. Proposition 
9.8. We now see as above that there exists a subdivision 
of [a,&] such that Ik=[tk_l,tk2 for fe = l , . . . , n after a change of the enumer-
ation of the intervals Ik,Jk. Again we have in particular g(r) = [a,fe]. Subdivid-
ing the Jk further we achieve according to §2 that in addition \//R maps every 
interval Jk strictly monotonely and semialgebraically isomorphic onto an inter-
val Lk in X(R). Subdividing the Jk still further we also achieve that every Lk is 
mapped injectively into X(R) under XR- Thus every map X^^RW is a semi-
algebraic and order preserving isomorphism hk from Jk onto an elementary non 
degenerate path yk in X(R). We have commutative diagrams 
x 
f-=J1v...uJn. 
r 0 =a<r 1 <. . .<r l l =fe 
Eventually reversing the order of yk we see that is an order preserv-
ing semialgebraic isomorphism from [tk_l9tk] onto yk. Theorem 10.2 is now 
proved. 
Remark. We could have given a shorter proof by use of Theorem 3.3 on the 
lifting of elementary paths. But we want to avoid Theorem 3.3 here since we 
shall strive in the next section for a second independent proof of the finiteness 
theorem in §4. 
In a way similar to the study of the graph T in this proof, but easier, one 
obtains from Lemma 9.3 also the following fact. 
Proposition 103 (Triangulation of semialgebraic spaces of dimension g l ) . Let 
M be a complete semialgebraic subspace of a variety with dim Af g 1. Then 
Af = y 1 u . . . u y r u { P 1 , . . . , / J } 
with finitely many elementary paths yi9 such that for i+j the sets yt and yj are ei-
ther disjoint or have one common endpoint, and finitely many isolated points Pj. 
In a later paper [5] we shall "triangulate" complete affine semialgebraic 
spaces of arbitrary dimension. 
§11. Path Components Again 
Starting from now we mean by a "path", if no further specification is given, al-
ways a semialgebraic path. We call two points P, Q of a semialgebraic space Af 
path connectable (in Af) if there exists a path y: [ 0 , 1 ] - • A f with y(0)=P and 
y( l )=6- Clearly "path connectable" is an equivalence relation on Af. We call 
the equivalence classes the path components of Af and denote the set of all path 
components of Af by n0{M). Any semialgebraic map <p: Af-»JV between semi-
algebraic spaces Af,JV yields a ma.py+i n0(M)-+n0(N) in the obvious way. 
The following rather evident facts about a path connected semialgebraic 
space Af, i.e. a space Af with a single path component, will be frequently used. 
Proposition 11.1. Let Af be path connected. Then Af has no decomposition Af 
= [ / 1 u l / 2 into two disjoint non empty open semialgebraic subsets Ul9U2. Every 
semialgebraic function f: A f - > Ä which has no zeros has constant sign on Af. 
Proof. Suppose M — U1uU2 with non empty disjoint open semialgebraic sub-
sets Ul9U2 of Af. We choose two points xt in l / x and x2 in U2. Since Af is 
path connected there exists a path a: [0,1]-+Af with a(0)=x x and a ( l ) = x 2 . 
Now Ul9U2 are also closed in Af. Thus B ^ o r 1 ^ ) and B2=<x-l(U2) are 
disjoint closed semialgebraic subsets of [0,1], which cover [0,1] and are both 
non empty. Bx and B2 are both disjoint unions of finitely many closed intervals 
and one point sets (cf. Lemma 9.3). We obtain a decomposition 
with r ^ 2 and pairwise disjoint sets Ik which are closed intervals or contain 
only one point. But such a decomposition is clearly impossible. Thus our orig-
inal decomposition M = U1uU2 was impossible. 
If f: M-+R is a semialgebraic function on Af without zeros then Af is the 
union of the open semialgebraic subse t s / _ 1 Qoo ,0D and f~1Q0, oo[). One of 
these sets must be empty. Thus / has constant sign on Af. q.e.d. 
Our goal in this section is a proof of the following generalization and im-
provement of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 11.2, For every semialgebraic space Af the set n0(M) is finite. All path 
components of Af are semialgebraic subsets of Af. 
In § 12 we shall also see that the path components are open in Af. This will 
generalize Theorem 4.3. 
The proof of Theorem 11.2 needs some preparations. We recall an impor-
tant lemma from Cohen's paper [3, § 1]. 
Lemma 113. Let f(Xx,...,Xn,Y) be a polynomial in n + 1 variables 
Xl9...,X„,Y over R which for the variable Y has degree ^d. Then there exist 
R-valued functions k,£u...,€don Rn with the following properties: 
i) k has its values in the finite set { - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . , d}. 
ii) For every aeRn with k(a)>0 we have 
Zi(a)<!;2(a)<...<Zk{a)(a) 
and these values {g(a) are all the real roots of f(a, Y). If fc(a)=0 then f (a, Y)*0 
but f(a, Y) has no real roots. If k(a)= - 1 then f(a, 7)=0. 
iii) All the functions k, {lf...,{rf have semialgebraic graphs. (They are even 
"effective" in the sense of Cohen, but we do not need this here.) 
Lemma I I A Let feR\Xl,...,XH,Y'] be a polynomial in n + 1 variables over R 
and let M be a semialgebraic subset ofRn. Assume that the following holds true: 
&f 
i) For every k>0 either ^ y k ( x ' ^ ) = 0 for ö " x e A f or the polynomial 
dkf 
^p^(x, Y) has for every xeM precisely rk distinct real roots 
with rk independent of x. 
ii) Any two of these roots either coincide or they do not meet on Af, that 
means: Either $(x)=?j(x)for all xeM or # ( x ) * £ ( x ) / o r all x e M . 
Then all these roots are semialgebraic functions on Af. / / Af is path con-
nected then for any two roots $ and £j which do not coincide either ^(x)>^'(x) 
for all xeM or g(x)<?j(x)for all xeM. 3 
Proof. By Lemma 11.3 the have semialgebraic graphs. Every £f is a simple 
dlf 
root everywhere on Af of some polynomial By the implicit function theo-
rem 6.9 the function $ is continuous on Af, hence semialgebraic. The last as-
sertion is now clear from Proposition 11.1 
We enter the proof of Theorem 11.2. Since Af can be covered by finitely 
many (open) affine semialgebraic subspaces, we may assume that already Af it-
self is affine, hence that Af is a semialgebraic subset of Rn for some n. We pro-
ceed by induction on n. The case n=0 is trivial. We now assume that the asser-
tion of Theorem 11.2 holds true for all semialgebraic subsets of R" for some 
n^O, and we want to prove the assertion for a given semialgebraic subset Af of 
R n + l . Let G 0 be a finite set of polynomials in R[Xt,Xm9 y ] defining Af, 
that is, Af is a (finite) union of sets of the form 
{(x,y)eRnxR\f(xyy)=0, g,(x,y)>0 for i = l , . . . , r} 
dkg 
with / , g g r in G 0 . Let G x be the set of all derivatives of the poly-
nomials g in G 0 of arbitrary order fc^l with respect to the last variable y, and 
let G denote the union of the finite sets G 0 and Gx. We regard every element of 
G as a polynomial in y, whose coefficients are functions on RH. Applying 
Lemma 11.3, Tarski's theorem 6.8, Lemma 11.4 and our induction hypothesis we 
see that there exists a decomposition of Rn into finitely many disjoint path con-
nected semialgebraic sets A A s , such that for each set At the following two 
properties hold true: 
a) Every g e G either vanishes everywhere on At or has a constant number 
of real roots. These roots are - ordered by their magnitude - semialgebraic 
functions on At. 
b) Any two roots of different polynomials g,heG either coincide every-
where on At or are different everywhere on At. 
Property b) implies that the distinct roots of all the polynomials in G 0 over 
At can be ordered by their magnitude. Let 
£ \ < £ 2 < . . . < & , 
be these roots. Now At x R is the disjoint union of the following finitely many 
semialgebraic sets. 
If m,.=0: 
(1) A(xR. 
Ifm,>0: 
(2) {(x, y)eAlxR\y=(x)} J - 1 , . . . , m,. 
(3) {(x,y)eAixR\^(x)<y<^+l(x)l l&£m,-L 
(4) {(x^eA^RlyK^x)}. 
(5) { ( x . y J e ^ x Ä l ^ & . C x ) } . 
A l l these sets are path connected. This is trivial for the sets of type (1). It is 
also clear for the other sets since any path a: [ 0 , 1 ] — ^ can be lifted to a path 
in the sets (2), (3), (4), (5) by 
r^ (a (0 , i [ ^ ( a ( t ) )+^ + 1 ( aW)] ) 
^ ( a ( r U i ( a ( t ) ) - l ) 
respectively. A given polynomial geG is on each of these sets (l)-(5) either 
identically zero or nowhere zero. In the second case g has constant sign on this 
set by Proposition 11.1. Thus M is the union of finitely many of the path con-
nected semialgebraic sets (l)-(5), and Theorem 11.2 is evident. 
As the referee kindly pointed out to us, a similar argument had already 
been used by G . Efroymson in the case R = "R to prove that a semialgebraic set 
has only finitely many connected components, cf. G . Efroymson, A Nullstellen-
satz for Nash rings, Pac. J . Math. 54 (1974), p. 104f. We feel that the last para-
graph in Efroymson's proof (p. 105) is correct but needs further explanation. 
§ 12. The Curve Selection Lemma 
We shall prove the following theorem and draw some consequences. 
Theorem 12.1 ("Curve selection lemma"). Let M be a semialgebraic subset of a 
semialgebraic space L , and let P be a point in the closure M of M. Then there 
exists a path a: [0,1] ->L running from P to Af, i.e. with a(0) = P and 
a ( ] 0 , l ] ) c M . 
This theorem is essentially already contained in BrumfiePs book [2, Prop-
osition 8.13.6]. Our proof will be more naive and rather different from 
BrumfiePs proof. We need a lemma which has some relation to Theorem 3.3 in 
part I. 
Lemma 12.2. Let p: Rn+1^Rn denote the natural projection from J R " + 1 to Rn by 
omission of the last coordinate. Let ß: [0,1]->R n be a path in Rn such that ß(0) 
+ ß(t)for all t e ] 0 , l ] . Ut a: ] 0 , 1 ] ^ Ä " + 1 be a lifting o / j? | ]0 , l ] , i.e. a semial-
gebraic map with p<>a=/?|]0,l]. Assume that the set A : = a(]0,l]) is bounded. 
Then this set A is not closed. Assume further that A\A contains only one point 
P. Then the map y: [ 0 , 1 ] - > Ä " + 1 defined by y(t)=<x(t)for 0<t^l and y(0)=P is 
a path in Ä w + 1 with p°y = ß. 
Proof. The space Ä is complete. Thus p(Ä) is closed in Rn. But p(A)=ß(]0,1]) 
is not closed since ß(0) does not lie in this set. Thus A*A. Since /?([0,1]) is 
closed we have *>(/*)=j8([0,1]). Assume now that A=AvP. Then p(P)=/?(0). By 
Theorem 10.2 it is evident that for some e in ]0,1] the map ß is injective on 
the interval [0,e]. For the proof of the last assertion of the theorem we may 
replace ß by ß\[09e] and a by a|]0,e] and then assume without loss of gene-
rality that ß is injective on [0,1]. The restriction n: A—>ß{\0,1]) of p is now a 
bijective semialgebraic map between complete spaces, hence a semialgebraic 
isomorphism (cf. Proposition 9.8). The map y defined in the lemma is the com-
posite 7T~1 o ß and thus is indeed semialgebraic. q.e.d. 
We now enter the proof of the curve selection lemma. We clearly may as-
sume that L=Rn for some w = 1, and we proceed by induction on n. The case n 
= 1 is trivial, since then Af is a disjoint union of finitely many intervals and fi-
nitely many isolated points. Assume now n = l , and that the theorem holds 
true up to the number n, and that L = RH+l. We may assume that P = 0 . We 
easily retreat to the case that 
Af = { ( x , ) ; ) G R ' l x J R ^ ( x , y ) = 0,g 1 (x,y)>0, . . . ,g r (x,y)>0}. 
with some polynomials/ , g ! , . . . , g r in R[.Xl9...9Xm9Y}. We subject the coor-
dinates of Rn+1 to a suitable linear transformation and then assume that 
g , (0 ,Y)^0 for ; = 1,...,r and in the case f$0 also that / ( 0 , 7 ) ^ 0 . Let p: 
Rn+l^>Rn be the projection by omission of the last coordinate. The set 
N:=p(Af) is semialgebraic in Rn and contains the point 0 in its closure. Applying 
Lemma 11.3 and the main result Theorem 11.2 of the last section we see that 
N has a decomposition N = Nl\j...vNm into pairwise disjoint path connected 
semialgebraic sets with the following properties: 
i) I f O e N , then ^ = {0} 
ii) / > g i a n < * a " their higher partial derivatives with respect to Y ei-
ther vanish over Ni or they have a constant number of real roots over N{. 
We order the roots of any of these polynomials by increasing magnitude. 
Then they are well defined functions on N{. 
iii) Any two of these roots of different polynomials either coincide every-
where on Nt or they are different everywhere on Nt. 
We then know from Lemma 11.4 and Proposition 11.1 that all the roots 
are smialgebraic functions on Nt and that for two roots ^, rj which do not coin-
cide either £(x)<rj(x) for every xeNt or £(x)>*/(x) for every xeNt. 
We fix some Nt, such that 0 is contained in the closure of A f n ( N f x Ä ) . 
Then we choose a path component A f 0 of Mn(NtxR) which contains 0 in its 
closure. The semialgebraic set N 0 : = p ( A f 0 ) is then also path connected and 
contained in N„ and 0 is in the closure of N 0 . We look for a path running 
from 0 to Af 0 . 
If 0 G N o , then N O = {0}, and we are back to the case n = l which is settled. 
Since now we assume that 0 £ N 0 . We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: f$0. 
Then/(0, 7 ) ^ 0 , hence f(x, Y)$0 for all x e N 0 . Let 0,>h, be the different 
roots o f / (0 ,7 ) . We choose some e>0 in R such that !*/,!>2ß for l = i = s . Let 
<J t(x)<... < £ m ( x ) be the roots of / ( x , Y) for x e N 0 . The are semialgebraic 
functions on N 0 and Af 0 is the union of the disjoint semialgebraic subsets 
My. = {(x, u) e Af o I u = £ /x)} , j = 1,..., m. 
which are closed in M 0 . Since A f 0 is path connected, we have 
M0 = {(xyu)eN0xR\u=Zj(x)} 
with some fixed je{l9...9m). Now 0 is already in the closure of the semialge-
braic subset 
M'-=M0r\(Rn x [—e,e]) 
of M , and 0 is also contained in the closure of the semialgebraic set JV': = 
p(M'). By induction hypothesis there exists a path ß : [ 0 , 1 ] r u n n i n g 
from 0 to N'. The map 
a: ]0A]-+M'Mt):=(ß(t),Zjoß(t)) 
is a semialgebraic liftingof j8|]0,l]. By Lemma 12.2 the set 4 : = <x(]0,l]) is not 
closed. Every point in A\A has coordinates (0,*/) with t\ a root of f(09 Y). But 
i 4 c Ä " x [ - £ , 4 Thus by our choice of e we must have */=0, and we learn that 
A = A u { 0 } . According to Lemma 12.1 the map y: [ 0 , 1 ] ->K" + 1 with y(0)=0, 
y(t)=(x(t) for 0 < r g l , is a semialgebraic path. This path runs from 0 to 
M ' c M 0 . 
Case 2: f=0. 
Since M0 is a path component of M n ( N f x R) we have 
M0^{(x,u)eN0xR\rii(x)<u<rf2(x)} 
with rji a root of a polynomial gki or i ^ s Too. Let fcf be the polynomial gki in 
the first case and ht = l in the second case (i = l,2). We choose some e>0 in R 
such that 2e<|A| for every root k of Ä 1 Ä 2 ( 0 , 7) which is different from zero. N0 
is the union of the following four semialgebraic subsets Ai9A29A3,A4: 
/ l 1 : = {x€7V 0 |^ 1(x)<~fi, ri2(x)>e}, 
^ 2 : = { x e i V 0 | / / 1 ( x ) ^ - £ , i / 2 (x)^e}, 
/t3: = {xeiV 0 | fy 1 (x)< - e , I J 2 ( X ) £ C } , 
i44« = {x€iVotoi(*)£ - e , *72(x)>fi}. 
Thus M o is the union of the semialgebraic subsets 
M ^ M o n ^ x K ) , l = i ^ 4 . 
Now O e M , for at least one of these four sets, and then also O e ^ . We treat the 
four cases separately. 
a) O e M p By induction hypothesis there exists a path ß in Rn from 0 to Ax. 
Then a(f):=(j?(f),0), O g r ^ l , is a path in from 0 to Mx. 
b) 0 e M 2 . We choose a path ß in R" from 0 to A2. The semialgebraic maps 
0 = 1,2) 
a f: ] 0 , 1 ] - , R " + 1 , a i(t)=()?(r),^^W), 
both have all values in A2 x [—e,e], and every boundary point of <xtQ0, 1]) over 
j?(0)=0 is a point (0,T) with (h 1fc 2)(0,T)=0. We see as above with Lemma 12.2 
that the maps a f can be completed by the values a f(0)=0 to semialgebraic 
paths a.: [0, l ] - * / * " * 1 . Now 
a(0=i(ai(0 + a 2(0), 0 = t = l , 
is a path in Rn+1 from 0 to Af 2 . 
c) OeAf 3 . The set A3 is the union of two subsets 
A3l-. = {xeA3\ri2(x)>--^ 
A32> = ^xeA3\ri2(x)^-^, 
and Af 3 is the union of the two sets 
M3i> = M3n{A3ixR); i = l , 2 . 
Now every point z of Af 3 2 has euclidean distance ||z|| ^ - from 0. Thus 0 lies in 
the closure of A f 3 1 and then also in the closure of A3l. We choose a path ß in 
Rn from 0 to A3l. We then see as above that 
*(t)=(ß(t\ri2oß(t)l 0< f = l , a(0)=0, 
is a semialgebraic path in R n + l . 
Now 
y(t): = a(r) + (0 , - i e t ) , 0 = t = l , 
is a path in RH+1 running from 0 to Af 3 . 
d) 0 G M 4 . Using the automorphism (x,w)->(x, -w) of the space we 
are back to the preceding case. 
The proof of Theorem 12.1 is finished. This theorem has the following im-
portant consequence. 
Theorem 123. The finitely many path components Mx,...9Mr of a semialgebraic 
space Af are closed, hence also open semialgebraic subsets ofM. 
Indeed, if P e A f lies in the closure of Mi9 then there exists a path in Af run-
ning from P to Af,.. Thus PeMt. 
Definition. A semialgebraic space Af is connected, if Af is not the union of two 
non empty semialgebraic open subsets of Af. 
As stated in Proposition 11.1 every path connected semialgebraic space is 
connected. On the other hand it is clear from Theorem 12.3 that a space which 
is not path connected is not connected. Thus we can state 
Corollary 12.4. A semialgebraic space Af is connected if and only if Af is path 
connected. 
Since now we justly call the path components of a semialgebraic space Af 
also the "connected components" of Af or simply "components". 
We mention that already Brumfiel and Coste-Roy both have proved that 
every semialgebraic set is a union of finitely many connected open semialge-
braic subsets ([2, p. 260ff], [4, part A , Theorem 7.3]). Coste-Roy makes strong 
use of Tarski's principle. BrumfiePs proof is in close relation to Whitney's 
proof in the classical case K = R [14]. Both authors do not use paths. Our 
method yields the additional result that any two points in a connected com-
ponent can be joined by a path. 
The curve selection lemma is a very useful tool also beyond connectivity 
questions. We give an application to the theory of proper semialgebraic maps. 
Theorem 12.5 (cf. [1, Chap. I § 1 0 Th. 1] for the analogous theorem in to-
pology). Let f: M—>N be a semialgebraic map with the following two proper-
ties: 
i) The image f(A) of every closed semialgebraic subset A of Af is closed in 
N. 
ii) Every fibre f~l{y\ y e N , is complete. 
Then f is proper. 
Proof. For any pullback 
Af x ^ A T - - ^ — A T 
Af — f—>N 
of / and any given closed semialgebraic subset A of Af x NN' we have to verify 
that f'(A) is closed in N'. Suppose there exists a point z 0 in the closure of 
f'(A) which does not belong to the semialgebraic set f'(A). By the curve selec-
tion lemma there exists a path a: [0, l ] - > AT running from z0 to f'(A). Consid-
er the pullback q of / ' by the map a which coincides with the pullback of / by 
the map y:=goa, 
M x , [ 0 , l ] - ' - [ 0 , l ] 
p y 
Af —^—> N. 
Let B denote the preimage of A in Af x N [0,1], i.e. B=A x ^,[0,1]. Then B is a 
closed semialgebraic subset of Af x w [0,1] and g(ß)=]0,1]. Now the map p is 
proper since [0,1] is complete. Thus p(B) is closed and semialgebraic in Af. By 
hypothesis (i) the set / ° p ( £ ) = y Q 0 , 1 ] ) is closed in N. Since y(]0,1]) is dense in 
y([0,1]) this means that 
yQ0,i])=y([0,i]). 
Applying the same consideration to the closed subset 
ß c : = ß n ^ - 1 [ 0 , c ] = A x N , [ 0 , c ] 
of M x ^[0, c] with arbitrarily chosen c in ]0,1] we see more generally that 
y(]0,c])=y([0,c]). 
Thus there exist values t e ] 0 , l ] arbitrarily near to 0 with y(r)=y(0)=g(z o). Let 
us denote this point g(z 0) by y0. The set y~1(y0) is closed and semialgebraic in 
[0,1], hence is a disjoint union of finitely many closed intervals and finitely 
many points. Thus y~i(y0) must contain an interval [0,e] with e>0. Since y 
maps [0, e] to one point y0 we have 
M x N [ 0 , 6 ] = / - 1 ( y 0 ) x [ 0 , ß ] . 
Be is a closed semialgebraic subset of this space which under the natural pro-
jection to the second factor has the image ]0,e]. But by hypothesis (ii) the 
space f~l(y0) ^ complete. Thus Be should have a closed image. This contra-
diction finishes the proof of the theorem. 
§ 13. Birational Invariante of n0(X(R)) 
We prove the theorem - well known in the case K = R — that for any two bi-
rationally equivalent complete smooth varieties X and Y over R the semialge-
braic spaces X(R) and Y(R) have the same number of components. The proof is 
a straightforward adaption of classical arguments and is meant as an illus-
tration that it is possible by our theory to transfer quite a lot of geometric 
ideas, familiar in the case £ = R , to arbitrary real closed base fields. Again a 
quite different proof has been given before by Coste-Roy [4, part A § 8]. 
Definition 1. The local dimension d i m x Af of a semialgebraic space Af at a point x 
of Af is the infimum of the dimensions of all open semialgebraic neigh-
bourhoods of x in Af. We call Af pure of dimension w, if d i m x A f = n for all xeAf. 
(Then certainly d imAf = n, cf. Theorem 8.8.) 
Definition 2. A n n-dimensional semialgebraic manifold Af over R is a semialge-
braic space Af over R in which every point x of Af has an open semialgebraic 
neighbourhood isomorphic to some open semialgebraic subset of Rn. (Of 
course Af is then pure of dimension n.) 
Notice that by the implicit function theorem for every regular variety X of 
dimension n over R the space X(R) is a semialgebraic n-dimensional manifold 
over R (cf. proof of Proposition 8.6). 
Lemma 13.1. Assume that Af is a semialgebraic space which is pure of dimension 
n, and that N is a semialgebraic subset of Af of dimension ^ n —1. Then M\N is 
dense in Af, and the natural map from n0(M\N) to n0(M) is surjective. 
Proof Let x be a given point of Af and U an arbitrary open semialgebraic neigh-
bourhood of x. Since d i m N _ n —1, but dim U = n, the set U cannot be con-
tained in N. Thus U meets the set A f \ N , and we see that M\N is dense in Af. 
By the curve selection lemma every point of Af can be connected by some path 
with some point of Af \ N . This is the last assertion of the lemma. 
Theorem 13.2. Let M be a semialgebraic n-dimensional manifold over R and N a 
semialgebraic subset of Af with d imAfgw — 2. Then the natural map from 
nQ(M\N) to n0(M) is bijective. 
Proof We proceed by induction on n. The case n^2 is trivial. Assume « ^ 3 . 
According to the preceding lemma there only remains to prove the injectivity 
of the map from n0(M\N) to n0(M). We have to verify for any two given points 
in A f \ N which are path connectable in Af that they are path connectable 
in Af \ N . Replacing Af by the component of these points in Af we may assume 
from the beginning that Af is connected. Let A f A f r denote the com-
ponents of Af\AT. We have to show that r = l . Suppose r > l . By the proceeding 
lemma A f \ i V is dense in Af, hence 
Af = A f 1 u . . . u A f r . 
The intersection of M t with M 2 u . . . u A f r is not empty, since Af cannot be de-
composed into two disjoint non empty closed semialgebraic subsets. After a 
change of the enumeration of Jhe i ^ 2 , we assume that Mx n A f 2 # 0 . 
We choose a point x0 in A f 1 n A f 2 . Of course x0eN. We further choose an 
open semialgebraic neighbourhood D of x0 in Af which admits an isomor-
phism <p: D—^B onto the unit ball B in Rn with <p(xo)=0. By the curve se-
lection lemma there exist paths a f : [0 , l ] ->£>, i = l ,2 , with a f(0)=Xo and 
a f Q O J ^ c D n A f , . We shall connect 0il(\)eMlnD with <x2(l)eM2nD by a 
path in D\N. This will be the desired contradiction and will finish the proof. 
We transfer all objects to the unit ball B in R". Let N': = <p(DnN)9 Af ; : = 
<p(DnMt), Af 2 : -<p(DnAf 2 ) , ft: = <poaf. We consider some reR with 
0 < r < r o . = Min( | | i? 1 ( l ) | | , ||j?2(l)||). 
The sphere Sr of radius r around the origin has in A " as Zariski closure the 
zero locus Ir of the irreducible polynomial X\ + . . . + A ' ; J - r 2 . (This is clear 
since d i m S r = n — 1.) Let Z l f . . . , Z f be the irreducible components of the Zariski 
closure of N' in A n . If a variety Z f is contained in some hypersurface Ir then of 
course r is uniquely determined by Z f . Thus there can exist at most t values r 
in ]0, r 0 [ such that Ir contains some Zv We choose a value p in ]0, r 0 [ with Z , 
<£Zp for i = l , . . . ,r . Since all the varieties Z f are irreducible and have dimen-
sion at most n-2 the intersections Zir\Zp have dimension at most n-3.Thus 
d i m ( A T n S p ) = n - 3 . 
Applying the induction hypothesis to the (n-l)-dimensional connected ma-
nifold Sp and the semialgebraic subset N'nSp of Sp we see that Sp\N' is path 
connected. Now by the mean value theorem, applied to the functions (I/JJI and 
1102II on [0,1], there exist elements tx and t2 in ]0,1[ such that the points 
ßx(tx) and ß2(t2) lie on S p , and hence in Sp\N'. They can be connected by a 
path in Sp\N\ Thus / ^ ( l ) and ß2(l) can be connected by a path in B\N\ The 
proof of Theorem 13.2 is finished. 
Definition 3. A rational map f:X^>Y from a regular variety X to a complete 
variety Y over R induces a natural map/^: n0(X(R))->n0(Y(R)) as follows: 
The domain of definition U of / ( = maximal open subset of X on which / is 
regular) has in X a complement Z of codimension at least two ([8, 8.2.12]; it 
suffices that X is normal instead of regular). The morphism g:U->Y obtained 
from / by restriction induces a map 
(gR)*:7to(U(R))->7i0(Y(R)). 
The inclusion j:U—>X induces by the preceding theorem a bijective map 
(jR)*:n0(U(R))-^n0(X(R)). 
We define 
/* =(£*)*°dtdi1: *o(*(*)) -n 0 (Y(R)) . 
Theorem 133. Assume that f:X^Y is a birational map between regular com-
plete varieties over R. Then the map f+ from n0(X(R)) to n0(Y(R)) is bijective. 
Proof. Again we denote by U the domain of definition of / and by g: U—> Y 
the restriction of / to U. There exist open subschemes Ux of U and Vx of Y 
such that g gives be restriction an isomorphism h: Ux —Vx. We have the fol-
lowing commutative diagram: 
n0(X(R)) 
* o ( l / i W ) - ^ ^ M * ) ) 
The vertical maps (/*))-• 7r0(£/(K)) a n d MV 1 (K)) -+n: 0 (y(K)) a r e surjective 
by Lemma 13.1. Thus /„, is surjective. In particular we have for the cardinalities 
of n0(X{R)) and n0{Y(R)) the inequality 
\n0(Y(Rm\n0(X(R))\. 
Interchanging the role of X and Y we see that 
\n0(Y(R))\ = \n0(X(R))\. 
Thus / „ : n0(X(R))-+n0(Y(R)) is bijective.2 
2 We are indebted to J.L. Colliot-Thelene and J J . Sansuc for this very simple argument 
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